Possible SECCOMM Practical Delivery Initiative Headliners

- Implementing a Security Liaison Model
- Stair Step Approach to Securing Your Electronic Infrastructure
- Guidelines for Managing within HIPAA / FERPA / and other Regulatory Settings
- Unofficial IT Mock Audit Process by Peer Group
- Playbook for Best Practices:
  - Patch Management
  - Backup
  - Recovery
  - Business Continuity
- Practical Methods of Identifying Secure and Sensitive Data Sources
- Getting Ahead of the Institution – Eliminating the Use of SSN in Your Environment
- Foibles of Portable Storage – Peripheral Storage Devices, Media Sticks, Offsite Data Warehousing
- Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Google / Offsite Applications in Core Business Processes
- Effective Data Security in Remote / Field Office Environments
- Managing Remote Access with VPN or Other Solutions